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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
SOYABEANS BOUNCE BACK ON HOPES OF US-CHINA TRADE TRUCE
Soyabean prices bounced back on Tuesday as traders continued to weigh the prospect of the US and
China reaching a trade war truce at the G20 summit later this week. Prices for the foodstuff fell on
Monday by the most in five weeks and to their lowest since early November after US President Donald
Trump said in an interview he would push through plans for new tariffs on $267bn of tariffs on Chinese
imports if he and Xi Jinping, his counterpart in Beijing, could not agree a deal on trade. But traders are
also grappling with other forces affecting demand and supply, namely an outbreak in China of African
swine fever that is taking its toll on the country’s pig industry, which is a major consumer of soyabeans.
Crushed soyabeans are one of the most economical sources of protein for livestock, and demand for the
foodstuff has been underpinned by the Chinese middle class’s growing appetite for meat, particularly
pork. China’s National Grain and Oils Information Center thinks the country’s import demand for
soyabeans will decline for the first time since 2011 as a result of African swine fever, analysts at
Rabobank noted this week. (Tariffs on soyabeans are not much help either.)
The centre estimates imports will total about 90m tonnes this year, down from 96m tonnes in
2017.Recent customs data showed China imported 6.92m tonnes of soyabeans during October, which
was down 14 per cent month on month. Rabobank added, however, that “as of yet, trade tariffs on US
soyabeans seem to be having little impact on total Chinese soyabean imports, with year-to-date imports
standing at 76.93m tonnes, down just 0.5 per cent year-on-year.”
China’s efforts to dial down its reliance on US soyabeans amid the trade war have prompted it to seek
alternative sources of supply from Brazil, Canada and Russia. The departure of that major buyer has
combined with expectations of a record US crop this year to weigh on prices, which are down 18 per cent
from their year high in February. On Tuesday, the front-month contract for soyabeans was up 1.6 per cent
at $8.76 a bushel. Prices have been range bound between $8.20 and $9 since mid-June. Source:
https://www.ft.com/content/7c79f83c-f25c-11e8-ae55-df4bf40f9d0d
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LOCAL NEWS
ZAMBIA'S KWACHA TO REMAINS STABLE
The

The Zambian Kwacha posted a minor loss on
Thursday’s trading session from a globally resurgent
United States dollars though staying within range.
Last week, the Zambian Kwacha traded within familiar
territory to the dollar as month-end flows did little to
provide a bullish streak.
The
local
unit
opened
Monday trading at
K11.8000/11.8500 per dollar and had by mid-week pushed
losses to break the K12.000 per dollar psychological
barrier and touch a trough of K12.000/K12.05 per dollar.
However, by end week the Kwacha found some support
from spurts of dollar supply thus rendering a reverse to
close the week at K11.900/11.9500 per dollar.
Today, we anticipate a range bound local unit this week
ahead with demand and supply being the major
determinants of the next USD/ZMW levels. Market will
also take cues from the Treasury bill auction slated for this
Thursday.

Source: Bank of Zambia

PRICES FOR THE DOCS REMAINED UNCHANGED
No changes have been observed in the prices of day old
chicks on the market. The average prices are still trading
at ZMK6.5 from which is the same price as last week.
The lowest chick on the market is trading at ZMK6 and
the highest is ZMK7 per day old chicks, depending on
location
There are no movements equally on the prices of pullets
which are also trading at ZMK10.24. The supply of DoC
is back to normal in all the districts.
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The graph captures the national average price trend for
the day old broiler chicks. For the pullet, most of the
bookings for between December 2018 and January 2019.

Source: PAZ

LIVE BIRD PRICES SHOWS SOME SIGNS OF RECOVERY
The national average prices for the broiler chickens recorded
some upward adjustments during the course of the week. This
is mainly attributed to upward adjustments in the prices of
stockfeed and other operation variables such as transport
among others factors.
The national live broiler bird prices are averaging ZMK36.84
compared with the ZMK36.8 recorded last week
The X-layer prices also recorded some adjustment and trading
at ZMK 36.4 compared with the ZMK36.03 recorded in the last
two weeks
The prices for the free range chickens averaged ZMK 56.86 up
from the ZMK56.81 recorded in the same period.
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Source: Poultry Association of Zambia

WHOLE DRESSED CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS UNCHANGED
There were no movements on prices of frozen chickens
and pieces during the course of the week. The average
price for the whole frozen chicken in Lusaka is still
trading at about ZMK 21.33 compared with the
ZMK21.43 recorded last week. The lowest price in some
chain stores is now trading at ZMK17.99 compared with
the ZMK 18.99 per kg while the highest is still trading at
ZMK 27 per kg. The chicken sizes are ranging between
1.1kg to 1.6kg in different stores.
Please note that the prices are obtained from Pick n Pay,
Shoprite, Zambeef, Melisa supermarket and Cheers
Stores. Different outlets have different pricing models
hence the figures displayed is an average price for all the
sampled chainstores. It should also be noted that these are
Lusaka prices only.

Source: Poultry Association of Zambia
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AVERAGE PRICES FOR THE POINT OF LAY REMAINS UNCHANGED
The prices for the point of lay registered no movements during
the course of the week. The average price is still ranging
between ZMK69 to ZMK80 per bird depending on the
supplier.
Base-Farm Pullet rearers also have birds available at
competitive prices and ready for collection.
Yielding Tree, one of the major suppliers of point of lay is
offering good incentives to the farmer based on volumes. The
point of lay will be available in December 2018
Great Guowei Farm has point of lay selling at competitive
prices. The point of lay will be ready in December 2018
Cholimba Farm in Mkushi has point of lay on sale and will
ready in December 2018
For the beginners who are interested in getting battery cages, cage price ranges between ZMK2700 to ZMK8000 depending on
the capacity and also the sources of the cages.

NATIONAL RETAIL AVERAGE EGG PRICES REMAINS UNCHANGED
There was no significant price change in the egg
subsector during the course of the week. The retail prices
in markets that are operating within Lusaka averages
between ZMK 24.83 to ZMK27.02 per tray for large
eggs, and medium eggs while smaller eggs are trading
between ZMK19.5 and ZMK22.7 farm gate price. No
change on the prices of pullet eggs which are still trading
between ZMK18 and ZMK19 per tray. Further, retail
prices in some Chainstores have also remained
unchanged, averaging between ZMK25 to ZMK36 per
tray of 30 eggs depending on the supplier and packaging.

Source: Poultry Association of Zambia

AVERAGE STOCK FEED PRICES REGISTERES SOME INCRIMENTS
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The national average prices for broiler and layer feed
this week reached high in over 2years. The prices of
stockfeed have been on an increase in the past two
months owing to a number of factors which among
them include the prices and availability of both maize
and soyacake, the increase in the fuel pump price and
the unstable currency.
Broiler starter is now trading at ZMK 242.94 from
ZMK241.61 recorded last week. Broiler Grower is
tradig at ZMK232.69 from ZMK229.87 recorded in
the same period. Finisher is averaging ZMK227.23
from ZMK223.53 recorded in the same period
On the other hand, the layer feed prices have not been
adjusted upwards within the course of this week.
Layer feed is stil trading at an average price of ZMK
223.01 from ZMK 210 for starter, ZMk 175.76
fromZMK 166.15 for pullet grower, ZMK 166.91
from ZMK 157.49 for pullet developer and finally
ZMK 196.37 up from ZMK183.71 for layer mash.
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SPONSORS OF POULTRY NEWS
This poultry news has been sponsored by ROSS BREEDERS , ZAMHATCH , ARKAY Plastic Zambia Limited
and Base Farms Pullet Rearers.

WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER?
The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 12,000 per year. The sponsor will have a free space to advertise on
this poultry news every week for 52 weeks in a year. Advertising space is also available on our website. For terms
and conditions please contact the Secretariat on 0211 256354. PLEASE NOTE ALSO THAT WE CAN RUN
ANY ADVERT BASED ON YOUR SPECIFICATION AND TIMING.

POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF ZAMBIA MEMBERSHIP
Are you an active poultry farmer and a registered member of the poultry association of Zambia? If not please visit
PAZ Secretariat in the showgrounds, ZNFU Stand just by the roundabout. Registration is free and make sure you
obtain a membership card, and ensure that you come with a receipt of day old chick’s purchase to be registered. So
the only requirement is a receipt showing you purchased day old chicks from PAZ affiliated Hatchery

UP-COMING EVENTS
PUT THAT ADVERT HERE
ADVERTISING SPACE
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Payless For The Chick That Pays You More
Hatchery: 0964533426
Marketing
Head Office - 0971252593
Lusaka - 0960283016
Copperbelt – 0960282982
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